Here are a few tips to improve your English writing skills.

The process of writing a good text:

1. Plan your text! Make a mindmap and write down everything you are going to write about.
2. Write your text! Remember to use correct grammar and spelling! Make sure to describe everything!
3. Make the text better! Get feedback from others and read your text again and again. Improve the text!

Remember the grammar rules:

• Use I, me, you, we, us, it and other person-related words correctly!

And follow these things as well:

• Write your text after the purpose – fill it with facts if it is a describing text or use lots of describing words if you are making a story!
• Follow the general writing rules – use things such as dots (.) and commas (,) when you need to!
• Don’t be afraid – let others read your text! They can give you feedback and help you grow as a writer – and if you are in school it might higher your grades too!
• Are you making an assignment that you are going to hand-in to your teacher? Make sure to follow all the instructions!
• If you don’t know what word to use – try to write the sentence in a different way and you might find the correct word usage for the text!
• And last, enjoy writing! Good luck!

HAVE FUN WRITING YOUR TEXT!